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3.8 billion years of RNA 
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Diaphyseal medullary stenosis with malignant fibrous histiocytoma (DMS-MFH) is an autosomal-dominant syndrome characterized by bone 
dysplasia, myopathy, and bone cancer. 

Previously failed to identify mutations in known genes mapped region 9p21–in known genes in this region. 

DMS-MFH results from mutations in the most proximal of three previously uncharacterized terminal exons of the gene encoding 
methylthioadenosine phosphorylase, MTAP 
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IDA = Initial Darwinian Ancestor 

















The Beginning of Life?!

When - by chance - one of the [possibly] 
RNA polymers became able to replicate 

itself and later other RNA molecules.!













What Evolution Is 

•  amplification 
•  modification 
•  selection 

• Conflict 
(competition)  

• cooperation 
•  transitions 



Competition    Cooperation 
Mutation bad    Mutation good 
RT litters genome   RT provides raw material 
Sloppy T, wasted RNA  Sloppy T, provides raw mat. 
Sloppy splicing, mRNA  novel splice variants evolve 

 defective 
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CNEs 
regulatory regions 

UTRs 
ORFs  ~1.5% 

npcRNAs Retronuons ~43% anonymous seq. DNA TEs ~3% 



C”N”Es 
regulatory regions 

UTRs 
ORFs  ~1.5% 

npcRNAs retronuons anonymous seq. DNA TEs 



Retroposition yields 

1)  novel protein encoding genes or novel  
      protein domains 
2)  regulatory elements 
         (e.g., promoters, enhancers, silencers, poly(A) addition 
              signals, splice sites ! novel protein domains) 
3)  non-protein coding RNA genes (npcRNAs) 
         (e.g., BC1 RNA, BC200 RNA, transcribed "-genes) 



original gene
 

retroposon insertion
 

attrition
 



exonization - at any stage: 

or
 

or
 

or
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Skryabin, B.V., Gubar, L., Seeger, B., Pfeiffer, J., Handel, S. Robeck, T., Karpova, E., Rozhdestvensky, T.S., Brosius, J. (2007) Deletion of MBII-85 snoRNA gene 
cluster in mice results in postnatal growth retardation. PLoS Genet. 3, 2529-2539.!

Later onset obesity:  no 

Infertility:  no 















2D structure for Snord115 processing 2D structure for L-Snord115 processing 

C/D-boxes terminal K-turn motif of Snord115 C/D-boxes terminal K-turn motif of L-Snord115 



New long-snoRNAs 
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although occasionally recruitment of extra DNA as novel gene module...  
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The significance of RNA: 
always a debate! 
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